Abstract. Magnetometer data from four Galileo passes by the Jovian moon Europa and three passes by Callisto are used to interpret the properties of the plasma surrounding these moons and to identify internal sources of magnetic perturbations. Near Europa the measurements are consistent with a plasma rich in pickup ions whose source is freshly ionized neutrals sputtered off of the moon's surface or atmosphere. The plasma effects vary with Europa's height above the center of Jupiter's extended plasma disk. Europa is comet-like when near the center of the current sheet. It is therefore likely that the strength of the currents coupling Europa to Jupiter's ionosphere and the brightness of a Europa footprint will depend on System III longitude. Magnetic perturbations on the scale of Europa's radius can arise from a permanent dipole moment or from an induced dipole moment driven by the time-varying part of Jupiter's magnetospheric field at Europa's orbit. Both models provide satisfactory fits. An induced dipole moment is favored because it requires no adjustable parameters. The inductive response of a conductive sphere also fits perturbations on two passes near Callisto. The implied dipole moment flips direction as is predicted for greatly differing orientations of Jupiter's magnetospheric field near Callisto in the two cases. For both moons the current carrying shells implied by induction must be located near the surface. An ionosphere cannot provide the current path, as its conductivity is too small, but a near surface ocean of-10 km or more in thickness would explain the observations.
ionosphere can serve as the source of planetary scale induced magnetic fields but that for the icy moons, such induced fields can be accounted for if salty, subsurface oceans are present [Khurana et al., 1998 ].
In an insulating environment the magnetic signatures of the internal sources would be easily identified, but the moons are embedded in the flowing plasma of Jupiter's magnetosphere. The interaction with that plasma drives localized external currents whose associated magnetic perturbations obscure the signature of an internally generated field. Those currents arise in part from the interaction of the moons with the conducting plasma that flows onto them from their trailing sides. Diversion of the plasma produces magnetic signatures that include the contributions of Alfv6n wing currents [Neubauer, 1980; Southwood et al., 1980] . In addition, the toms plasma may contain newly created ions arising from neutrals sputtered off the surface or the atmosphere of the moon. There is considerable evidence that such ions are present near Europa, both at altitudes of several Europa radii [Gurnett et al., 1998 ] and in the vicinity of Europa's orbit [Intriligator and Miller, 1982] . Such ions are referred to as pickup ions, and currents appear in the plasma where they are introduced into the flow [Goertz, 1980] . In attempting to understand the internal field of a moon, we must identify and correct for the effects of these various external current sources. Fortunately, data from several passes by Europa and Callisto with different trajectories relative to the moons and at different locations within the Jovian current sheet help to characterize the effects of external currents and allow us to estimate separately the effects of internal and external currents. The plasma-related phenomena are found to vary in intensity with Europa's System III longitude [Dessler, 1983] , which implies periodic variations of related phenomena such as field-aligned current magnitudes and ionospheric density profiles.
Magnetospheric Context of the Europa and Callisto Passes
Galileo was inserted into orbit around Jupiter on December 7, 1995. In orbit, the spacecraft acquires data of two types. For extended time intervals the field and particle instruments transmit low-rate time-averaged data in real time. Low-rate data (magnetometer samples every 24 s or more frequently) are sufficient for resolving changes on the scale of moon -radii but do not resolve details. The prime mission included three passes of Europa and three of Callisto. During passes near the moons of Jupiter and for other intervals of exceptional scientific interest, data are recorded to tape at higher rates for delayed transmission to the ground. High time resolution data are now available from two additional passes of Europa within the extended mission (Galileo Europa Mission or GEM). For the Europa and Callisto encounters, the magnetometer data rate was one vector every 0.33 s. As noted above, Jupiter's rotation combined with the 10 ø tilt of its dipole moment toward 202 ø west longitude causes the external magnetic field of Jupiter's magnetosphere and the properties of the ambient plasma in which a moon is embedded to vary periodically. A small additional variation (•-15 nT near Europa's orbit) arises because of the rotation of higher-order multipole terms of Jupiter's internal field. The principal variation is periodic at the synodic period of Jupiter's rotation. In other words, external conditions at the moons vary in phase with their System III longitude. The radial component of Jupiter's magnetospheric magnetic field B points radially outward above the magnetic equator (here defined as the minimum IBI surface), points radially inward below, and passes through a node at the magnetic equator where the bulk plasma density is highest. The field components are predicted from the model of Khurana [1997] (hereinafter referred to as KK97). During the prime mission, data were acquired exclusively in regions of relatively low magnetospheric plasma density well above the central current sheet (passes E4, E6, E11, C3, C9, and C10). (Data were not acquired by the magnetometer on pass E6.) However, the first pass (El2) in the GEM phase that followed the completion of the prime mission occurred near the center of the plasma sheet. The next pass (El4) occurred in the low plasma density region above the central current sheet. For pass El4, Galileo's trajectory relative to Europa was nearly parallel to pass El2 but with closest approach at a higher altitude and off Europa's equator.
In the ideal situation the measured magnetic field would closely track the model field until Galileo approached a moon where differences would appear. These differences would then be attributed to the moon itself. This ideal situation rarely occurs because external conditions fluctuate. In interpreting the data, we identify departures from the background field of Jupiter's magnetosphere near the moons, and we then attempt to distinguish the sources of the observed magnetic perturbations, both local and more global. Regrettably, none of the passes cross near the rotational poles of the moons, and this constrains our ability to characterize fully the internal sources.
External Signatures of Intrinsic and Induced

Fields
The dipole moment of Earth changes significantly only over times of thousands of years. One expects similar stability for other dynamo-driven planetary magnetic fields. A planetary magnetic field produced by permanent magnetization of the crust or the core should also be stable. However, if the observed field is caused by currents induced by the time variability of the Jovian field, then it will change on a timescale of hours, and the dipole moment will be determined by the System III longitude of the observations. Thus it is, in principle, possible to separate permanent and induced internal dipole moments by comparing measurements taken at different phases of Jupiter's rotation.
In modeling an induced dipole moment, we assume that the moon is a highly conductive sphere of the size of the moon. This assumption provides the largest possible induced field. On the scale of a moon the time-varying external field of Jupiter's magnetosphere is approximately uniform spatially. In section 8 we note that the response of the conducting layer depends on the conductivity and the frequency of the driving signal. In the limit of a perfect inductive response, the induced field exactly cancels the time-varying part of Jupiter's field at the moon's surface along the radial direction from the center of the moon. (Since the response of a homogeneous sphere to a spatially uniform external field is a dipole and since the radial components of the dipolar field and external field have the same angular dependence with respect to the direction defined by the external field, this will happen everywhere on the surface.) The induction field requires interior currents large enough to exclude the radial component of the time-varying field inside of a skin depth just below the surface of the conducting layer. In the absence of plasma effects there are no adjustable parameters. In section 8 we will elaborate on the justification of such a model after having compared its predictions with the measurements.
Magnetometer Data From Europa Passes E4, Ell, El2, and El4
Pass E4 by Europa occurred on December 19, 1996, with the closest approach at an altitude of 688 km as reported by Kivelson et al. [1997] . Europa orbits Jupiter in its rotational equatorial plane at a distance of 9.38 Rj (radius of Jupiter = 71,492 km). Within a range of 2 RE from the center of the moon (RE--Europa radius = 1560 km), the trajectory remained within 0.04 RE of Europa's rotational equator. Table 1 provides additional information about this encounter and others. The trajectory was outbound from Jupiter. Near Europa the background magnetic field was tilted radially outward with a magnitude of-450 nT.
The measured field is plotted in Figure 2a . The data are given in a Europa-centered Cartesian coordinate system, which we denote Ephio. The x axis is parallel to the direction of corotation at the time of closest approach, that is, aligned with the east longitude angle q5 in System III. The z axis is parallel to Jupiter's spin axis, and y is radially in toward Jupiter. In Figure 3 
Inferences Regarding Properties of the Ambient Plasma
From the data for four Europa passes, it is dramatically evident that plasma conditions dominate the variability of the signatures. Fluctuations or systematic departures from the background field begin so far upstream of Europa (--4 Re for pass E4, -8 Re for pass E 14, and --10 Re for pass E12) that intrinsic field perturbations cannot be responsible. However, a cloud of neutrals sputtered from Europa could produce effects over a very extended region. It is known that the plasma in the region surrounding Europa appears rich in newly injected ions and electrons. Gurnett et al. [1998] Figure 2c) . It seems likely that in this inner region, additional processes related to diversion of the flow and Alfv6n wing interactions supplement pickup, bending the field and further increasing its magnitude. The peak occurs between the center of Europa's cross section relative to the flow direction (x = 0) and closest approach, which is where one would expect to encounter the slowest flow along the Galileo orbit in a plasma that is approaching an obstacle.
The relative amplitudes of the perturbations on the four passes differed dramatically as is shown in Figure 6 . Part of the difference relates to differing distances of closest approach and the symmetry of the passes relative to the flow. Even allowing for such trajectory-related differences, we think it is significant that the size and scale of the perturbation were largest on the only pass (El2) that encountered Europa within the high-density regions near the center of the plasma torus. Although the low altitude of closest approach was unique to the El2 encounter (see Table 1 ), the magnitude of the perturbation signature would have been notable on this pass even if the approach had been no closer than that on E4. Indeed, on El2 at the altitude (-700 km) of the E4 closest approach, the perturbations were 160 nT inbound and 80 nT outbound whereas the largest perturbation in IBI observed on E4 was 36 nT.
Support for an interpretation relating the magnitude of the signature at El2 to its location in the plasma sheet is found by comparing El2 with El4. On El2, not only was the maximum perturbation almost an order of magnitude larger than that on the other passes, but even at the altitude (-1641 km) of the El4 closest approach, the El2 perturbation (-150 nT) was almost 5 times larger than the largest perturbation in IBI observed on El4. Both the El4 trajectory and the El2 trajectory started upstream of Europa and ended downstream. Both came closest to the surface on the outward facing upstream side. The passes occurred at similar local times (see Table 1 ). Thus the large differences between the field perturbations detected on the two passes (maximum perturbation of-400 nT on El2 and maximum perturbation of <50 nT on El4) must relate to the location of these two passes within the plasma toms. E12, at System III west longitude of 118 ø, encountered Europa approximately when it was embedded in the highest plasma density along its orbit. E14, at System III west longitude of 184 ø, encountered Europa approximately when it was embedded in the lowest plasma density along its orbit. We believe that the great differences in the signatures arise because of this difference in the plasma environment.
Our results imply that the rate of plasma pickup varies periodically, and by inference, the neutral cloud density surrounding Europa is significantly modulated by its System III longitude. Europa appears most like a comet when near the center of the plasma sheet. Its response to its periodically changing environment is consistent with the time-varying properties of the plasma that sputters the neutrals into Europa's environment. Where pickup is most important, the interaction with the torus plasma would possibly enhance ionospheric densities, and it is likely to generate the most intense fieldaligned currents coupling Europa to Jupiter's ionosphere. This suggests that a footprint signature of Europa in Jupiter's ionosphere is most probable for footprints at System III west longitudes near 117 ø and 286 ø, where Europa crosses the current sheet (see Br = 0 in Figure 1 a) .
At Callisto the perturbations do not vary systematically with distance from the moon. Rather they are fluctuations that could be intrinsic to the plasma torus or related to external disturbances. There are no features that we find suggestive of extensive clouds of pickup ions around the moon. However, none of the passes has occurred near the magnetic equator, and it will be interesting to seek evidence of the effects of System III modulaion of the plasma environment at Callisto in the data of subsequent passes.
Inferences Regarding Internal Sources of Magnetic Perturbations
The features described in section 6 above that we associate with plasma effects are either too extended in space or of short duration and therefore too localized in space to be the signatures expected induced dipole moments are given in Table 2 . Only pass El8 occurs in the southern magnetosphere of Jupiter. For this pass, the induced dipole should lie roughly 150 ø west of the Jupiter facing meridian with an equatorial field magnitude of 50 nT, and this produces a clear distinction between the predictions of the FD-E4 and ID models. Unfortunately, this pass will be at high altitude (2276 km), and only low time resolution data will be acquired. On pass El6 the altitude will be somewhat lower, recorded data will be available, and the imposed field will be at an angle rotated well to the east of the FD-E4 model, so the distinction will be significant. However, this pass will occur relatively near the center of the plasma sheet, and plasma effects are likely to dominate the perturbations. It may, therefore, prove impossible to differentiate between the two models of internal field contributions on this pass.
For Callisto the distinction between a permanent intrinsic field and an induced field is clearer because passes C3 and C9 were both close encounters, and one occurred above the current sheet which means that the ocean can be as salty as Earth's oceans with a thickness of order 10 km, or less salty than Earth's oceans and thicker than 10 km, or some combination of these ranges and still be in the desired regime. Water ice has a conductivity many orders of magnitude too small to work. Dirty ice near its melting point can support induction currents. Unless the outermost part of the rocky core is extensively pervaded by partial melt (water alone is unlikely to do it), it will lack the conductivity to provide the necessary response. Even partial melt may be insufficient. Frozen brine, presumably in veins or cracks, might provide conductivity paths through an otherwise pure ice layer, but this conductivity would still be less than that of salty water by an order of magnitude or more and would moreover apply only to a small fraction of the surface area of the satellite. Ice near melting point or capillary channels within a porous layer are conceivable, but it may be difficult to develop thermal models that remain near melting over tens of kilometers with no melted layer. In applying the induced field model to Europa and Callisto, we have assumed high conductivity with the current-carrying layer very close to the surface. If the conducting layer were below the surface at a radial distance ra from the center, the signal would decrease in amplitude with distance r from the center as (ra/r) 3 and it would be smaller than the observations by a factor of about (ra/r•.) 3 where r,. is the radius of the moon. Thus an ocean whose upper boundary is 10 km below the surface of Europa would account for the data. On the other hand, if the ocean were buffed 100 km beneath the surface, the induced field would be smaller than we have calculated by a factor of-0.8, and it would not fit the data well. At Callisto, burying the ocean 100 km below the satellite surface would decrease the predicted field by 0.88, resulting in a significant but possibly acceptable mismatch to the data.
Although others have considered the existence of a subsurface ocean on Europa, models of the interior have not taken the possibility of oceans within Callisto seriously. Callisto's surface appears geologically dead, with features that appear to have persisted since early times except for processes related to impacts and surface sublimation. Although it is partly differentiated, Callisto's gravitational field indicates that it is by far the least differentiated of the Galilean satellites [Anderson et al., 1998 ]. Images show an unexpected degree of sublimation-driven processes that might conceivably indicate a warm interior closer to the surface than that generally supposed. On the basis of an examination of the previously published dipole moment obtained from the C3 data [Khurana et al., 1997] , Neubauer [1998a] suggested the possibility of induced currents within Callisto presumably flowing in an ocean. The additional data from pass C9 and the success of the induced field model in fitting data from both passes leads us to support his suggestion.
Thus our data support compellingly the unexpected result that Callisto has a salty water ocean or perhaps some other melted or partly melted layer more than 10 km thick (see equation (4)) that can conduct electricity and that is located only a small fraction of the satellite radius beneath the surface. The latter is a surprising result, even in light of the new data on the moment of inertia that imply a partially differentiated structure [Anderson et al., 1998 ]. Certainly, there is no problem in placing an ocean near the minimal melting point of water ice, which occurs at 200 km depth (a pressure of 2 kbar), but the magnetic field suggests an ocean that is closer to the surface.
For Europa the distinction between an induced field and a permanent dipole moment whose component perpendicular to the spin axis has a surface equatorial field of order 100 nT is not secure on the basis of the data available at this time. There are two compelling arguments that the source of the transverse dipole moment is inductive. First, it seems improbable that a model with no adjustable parameter works as well as it does if it has no basis in reality. Second, the large tilt required by the FD-E4 model (45 ø from the spin axis), while not impossible, would differ markedly from the small tilts observed for other solid magnetized bodies. (Neptune and Uranus differ by having relatively poorly electrically conducting dynamos in "icy" interiors [Connerney, 1993] .) Thus, for Europa as well as Callisto, we favor the induced field model as the explanation of the observed Mñ. For Europa an additional contribution from a permanent Mz with a surface equatorial field of order 100 nT cannot be excluded on the basis of the present analysis. Corrections to both models for the effects of Alfv•n wing currents [Neubauer, 1998b] will also be needed to more accurately represent the observations. Fortunately, the predictions of the two competing models on at least one of the orbits in the GEM mission may differ enough to provide a critical test provided that the background field remains relatively undisturbed.
Conclusion
We have argued that the magnetic perturbations observed in the Galileo passes near Europa and Callisto can be interpreted as the signatures of induced dipole moments arising from currents flowing in near-surface conducting shells. For each pass, the strength and orientation of the induced magnetic moment are governed by the instantaneous local value of the time-varying component of Jupiter's magnetic field. The interpretation is not unambiguously supported by the data from the four Europa passes that we have analyzed. However, this model (which, as we noted in section 8, makes explicit predictions with no free parameters) gives a reasonable lowest-order fit to the observations in the cases for which the expected signature of the induced field is larger than signatures that we associate with plasma currents. Departures from the predictions of the model can in all cases plausibly be attributed to the ambient plasma. Thus we believe that the induced field model and the implication that a subsurface conducting layer exists on both moons deserve serious consideration.
The observed magnetic field perturbations require a cometlike interaction between Europa and Jupiter's plasma sheet. The intensity of the interaction is modulated by System III longitude. Related phenomena such as the structure of Europa's ionosphere and the strength of the current system coupling Europa to Jupiter's ionosphere are expected to reveal analogous systematic changes if ordered by Europa's System III longitude.
